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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-
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Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-



Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 

nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

GEMS GROUP

GLOBAL EDUCATION &
MIGRATION SERVICES
PH: +977 01 4423119
SA

MPL
E

Putalisadak Chowk, Way to Dilli Bazaar Road, Kathmandu
info@gemsservices.com.au, www.globaleducation.com.np

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-



Statement of Purpose 

Introduction 
My name is …………….son of Mr ……………..and Mrs ………………a permanent resident of ………………………bearing a 
Nepalese passport numbered………………. Since childhood I have actively participated in 
extra-curricular activities and was always interested in sports. To meet my potentials and 
unlock my skills first I need to qualify myself by enrolling in the best college. So I am trying to 
pursue my education in Australian Colleges of Further Education that will help me to achieve 
my future endeavours in near future. 

Academic background 
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certifi-cate) from Riviera International Academy in the year 2015 A.D. securing 80.88% with 
distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to take 
diploma courses related with sports but there weren’t any colleges that provided the courses 
of Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Manage-
ment. I dropped the idea of sports management thinking I would take the course after the 
completion of my Higher Secondary level and joined Prime International Secondary School, a 
renowned college of manage-ment. I passed my higher secondary board in the year 2017 with 
56.30% undertaken by the Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I 
began searching for best colleges and institutions abroad which provides the listed course as 
I already knew there weren’t any colleges in Nepal related with sports management.  Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for inter-
national students after USA and UK doing some research in internet. Following that, I took my 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) examina-tion and secured overall band 
score of 6.5 that was undertaken by the British Council.

Apart from my studies I am very passionate towards sports. When I was a child I use to imag-
ine myself fulfilling my dreams and becoming what I always wanted me to be. And now I am 

standing on a crossroad where I need to choose between my college and career. I think I have 
a goal of building my experiences and preparing my career. And now it’s the perfect time for 
me to choose the course of my choice taking my career hand in hand. 

Achievements till now 
I was involved in many fitness and sports based programs and also trained myself in various 
work-shops during my high school level. I have participated in many extra co-curricular activ-
ities like poem, drama, basketball and football competitions. I have learned a lot about fitness 
trainings sports protection and management. As I am a students of management, I have 
played a role in man-aging, many kind of sports and events. I have even participated in most 
of the sport events that took place during my high school journey. Some of them includes 
Volleyball and Basketball Com-petitions held in Riviera International School in the year 2014. I 
was awarded a certificate for se-curing 1st Position in Futsal match organize by Prime College 
in the year 2017 and so on. 

Reason for choosing Australia 
For my further study, I have chosen Australia. I have always believed in myself. My strong belief 
is that greater things can be achieved through perseverance. Australia has eight of the top 
100 univer-sities in the world. Nevertheless, since many years, universities/ colleges of Australia 
have been achieving the high rank over worldwide circumstances. It has always been a land 
of quality educa-tion bringing out the best of one’s academic and more importantly practical 
capabilities which helps us to interact with real scenarios. Institutions in Australia offer wide 
variety of courses and degrees, so international students can easily find the school and field 
that are rights for them. 

"Australia's sporting history is marked by great successes, great stories and truly great mo-
ments. Sport speaks a universal language in this country – we are a nation of players and 
enthusiasts." -Kevin Rudd, January 2008  

This saying is true. Sports is an important part of Australian culture dating back to the early 

colonial period.Cricket, Australian Rules football, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Association form 
and Horse racing are among the earliest organized sports in Australia. Sport has shaped the 
Austral-ian national identity through the events such as Ashes, the Melbourne Cup and the 
America’s Cup were held in Australia. Inspired my many sportsperson and sports person like 
Rikki Pointing and Rod Laver, Kyrie Irvine and various other personalities who have taken the 
sports to next level. They are very influential person and inspired me to do something in the 
sports field. So I choose Australia for my study destination. 

Other factors include: 
1. Australia has low crime rates compared to other countries.
2. Australia, is a country with diverse culture and safer environment and ranks as third 
most sought destination for international students with its universities consistently ranked 
among the top universities in the world. 
3. Australia has a nationally accredited system for their vocational studies framework and 
gives strong confidence to its qualities.
4. Australia provides dynamic and progressive education program with a reputation for 
excel-lence, globally recognized course and qualification. 
5. Australia provides unique kind of education and learning style that encourages innova-
tive, creative and independent thinking culture. 
6. More importantly Australia is world renowned to be practical with primary focus on 
employ-ment, which exactly fits my expectations. Graduates from Australia are very success-
ful in finding jobs and holding prominent position in my country. 
7. Australia also practices ESOS Act (Education Service for Overseas Students) for interna-
tional students which governs fundamental rights of international students and enables our 
rights to receive accurate information before enrollment, current courses fees, mode of study 
and other relevant information about institution. 
8. CRICOS (Commonwealth Registration of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students) 
is al-so an important factor of Australian Education System which ensures quality education 
to in-ternational students. 
9. TPS (Tuition Protection Service) and gun control system are other attractions of Austra-

lia. 
10.  Sports education is highly prioritized in this country and Nepali language is the third 
most language spoken in Australia. 

Reason for not choosing Nepal 
Sports Management is the subject with great scope nowadays especially in third world coun-
tries like Nepal. Going through popularity, the most popular sports in Nepal is football followed 
by cricket which is in the same alignment with the globe. Our sporting history has been linked 
from times of the Malla dynasty. From that time to the current Nepal, sports is still just a way of 
entertainment. Since few years football and Cricket is getting recognized as a career path. 
Players are taking sports for future career paths and the process is going rapidly which means 
Nepal needs more sportsmen and sports related person in the upcoming days. Unfortunately, 
there aren’t such colleges that pro-vides sports and fitness courses. So everyone who takes 
interest in sports education are applying abroad to increase their profile status and for the 
betterment of future. 

Choosing a different country for studies rather than my own nation is the first big decision in 
this 21st century. My country is my pride no matter what but unfortunately my country is still 
struggling through political, economic as well as social instabilities. These instabilities is affect-
ing the nation’s people specially a student like me who have bigger dreams and careers to 
fulfill. 

The frequent strikes and demonstrations leads to shut down of business and market affecting 
most-ly the academic sectors like schools and colleges which is the prime reason for the 
incompletion of syllabus and courses. 

Another reason is the curriculum of the nation which narrowed down to theories rather than 
practi-cal. Almost all the countries except some Asian countries like Nepal and India have 
modified their educational version from traditional rote method to modern and practical 
based theories but my na-tion is still dwelling into the same traditional method every year 

which won’t change for next ten years. 
Reason for choosing the education provider (Australian Colleges of Further Education) 
Australian Colleges of Further Education (ACFE) is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) 
and has Australian government approval, through Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) 
RTO ID 31717 and the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Stu-
dents (CRI-COS) Provider Code 03327G. ACFE delivers Certificate, Diploma and Advanced 
Diploma level qualifications for domestic and international students.
ACFE delivers its qualifications under 6 trading specialisation RTOs:
1) AIEL(Australian Institute of English Language)
2) AIVTE ( Australian Institute of Vocational and Technical Education)
3) Australian Healthcare College
4) ASA (Australian Sports Academy)
5) Australian Football College
6) TVET College of Australia

I will be study at ASA (Australian Sports Academy):
Australian Sports Academy is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). ASA is an approved 
ac-credited training provider (RTO ID: 31717) under the Australian Skills Quality Authority 
(AS-QA).ASA offers nationally recognised training courses in the Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
industry that in due course lead to internationally recognised qualifications. ASA’s compliance 
with the Vo-cational Training and Education Qualify Framework guidelines make it possible to 
serve those who are established Sport, Recreation and Fitness industry specialists seeking to 
have their existing skills recognised through formal qualifications, as well as those who may 
be new entrants to the industry who are seeking a new career.

ASA is the place “Where athletes learn to become professionals” and is at the forefront of the 
Sport, Recreation and Fitness education industry. ASA offers qualifications from Certificate III 
up to Diploma level. ASA is the first official Australian Sport, Recreation and Fitness education 
insti-tute that continues to introduce innovations to meet the demands of a growing mar-
ket.Australian Sports Academy boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced trainers and 

assessors who are committed to providing dynamic high quality learning experiences and 
networking opportunities.

ASA began on Australia’s fabulous Gold Coast, Queensland. The Gold Coast is blessed with a 
comfortable climate throughout the year and has access to many sporting and recreational 
facilities enabling us to deliver our qualifications using world class facilities at the “Sports 
Super Centre”, Runaway Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland.

WHY CHOOSE Australian Sports Academy (ASA)?
• Australian Sports Academy are specialists in the field of Sport, Recreation and Fitness 
educa-tion and training
• Australian Sports Academy provides us with the highest level of quality training
• At Australian Sports Academy, we can experience excellence in a full range of profes-
sion-al Sport, Recreation and Fitness education and training programs
• Australian Sports Academy understand the professional and skills needs of Sport, Recre-
ation and Fitness organisations
• Australian Sports Academy courses are designed in partnership with industry, so the 
skills we learn through our courses will meet the current and future needs of the industry
• The skills we learn through our training courses will give us the skills that employers are 
looking for
• We get the chance to engage in practical work experience in Australia and overseas
• Australian Sports Academy offer some of the best opportunities for us to gain employ-
ment
• Australian Sports Academy courses are flexibly designed and delivered to meet your 
needs
• Australian Sports Academy the best educators and trainers with enormous work and 
practical field experience
• Australian Sports Academy offer  the best combination of learning and practical experi-
ence, providing student with well rounded qualifications
• Australian Sports Academy offer flexible starting points and packaged programs to 

meet the students specific needs and time constraints
On my few research about Australian Colleges especially that provides the courses of Fitness 
Pro-gram like Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Fitness + Diploma of Sport and Recre-
ation Management I found Australian Sports Academy (ASA) the best among colleges like 
Australian College of Sports and Fitness, ACPE and Academia Australasia. These colleges also 
provides sports and fitness courses but not exact courses that I want to pursue. ACPE provides 
associate de-grees in fitness whereas Academies Australasia provides the courses like Certifi-
cate III and IV in fitness but not the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management. The dura-
tion of the course is also the reason for making Australian College of Sports and Fitness more 
attractive. 
� Marketing the sport and recreation organization 
� Human resources management 
� Advanced Personal Training 
� Business Planning 
� Injury prevention 
The college offers a range of professional qualifications too and study pathways is also avail-
able to extend knowledge and career options with several study plans to suit the interests of 
students. Also a student can combine sport management subjects with practical fitness 
classes. 

Reason for choosing this course (Certificate III in Fitness + Certificate IV in Sport and Rec-
rea-tion + Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management)

Certificate III in Fitness:
This qualification reflects the role of instructors who perform a range of activities and func-
tions within the fitness industry. Depending on the specialisation chosen, this qualification 
provides a pathway to work as an instructor providing exercise instruction for group, aqua or 
gym programs.
Course Fees
$AU 10,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)

Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 16
• 9 core units
• 7 elective units
Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation:
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in an administrative or organisational capacity. These individuals are able to plan, conduct 
and evalu-ate activities of others, deal with unpredictable and non-routine situations and 
provide leadership and guidance to staff.
Course Fees
$AU 15,250 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 52 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)
Total number of units = 17
• 10 core units
• 7 elective units
Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management
This qualification reflects the role of individuals who work in the sport and recreation industry 
in a management or organisational capacity. These individuals have a high degree of auton-
omy and manage the effective provision of services or programs in locations such as fitness 
centres, sporting grounds or complexes, leisure and aquatic centres and community recre-
ation centres.
Course Fees
$AU 20,000 (includes a $250 non-refundable application fee)
Course Duration
Training will be delivered 2.5 days per week for 20 hours over a period of 96 weeks.
Course Outline (Units of Competency)

Total number of units = 20
• 13 core units
• 7 elective units
The sports management is a competitive (of course), but thriving industry that has been 
developing a lot in recent years. Along with the sports business becoming so present in the 
media and with the expansion of online games and betting, an increasing number of students 
is highly interested in de-veloping a career in this field. Anyone who is sports fan and believes 
in developing a business mindset, a Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management could be a 
winning ticket to a wonderful and prosperous career. 

I intend to do Certificate III & IV in sports and recreation management because this course will 
help me to develop my skills and activities associated with fitness and sports events. This will 
also help me in developing coaching programs related with fitness and sports developing 
sports philosophies, and examine theoretical aspects of science of coaching and sports id 
used as a vital tool for devel-opment. The Diploma of Sports Management offers a range of 
subjects to equip students with the necessary knowledge to work with sporting teams, clubs, 
players and organizations.

The Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will teach me the core skills to enhance 
my career prospects and to upgrade the qualifications. This Diploma program will teach me 
an under-standing of sport and athlete development, how to produce sporting information 
and media content, and gain skills such as managing teams, leadership, communicating in 
groups, conflict resolution, problem solving, rational and critical thinking, and managing 
finances. Successful completion of the Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management will 
provide a pathway to undergraduate de-grees, including the Bachelor of Sports Management, 
or position to seek employment in sports, event or player management, or sporting, recre-
ational clubs and professional organizations.

Through this course I will be able to learn this fundamental assets that will help me in my 
career goals including these principles: 

· Hold paramount the welfare of the individual
· Perform service only in areas of competence
· Issue public statements in a truthful and objective manner
· Act with high standards of personal conduct
· Remain proficient in professional practice and the performance of professional duties
· Maintain professional integrity

After completion of these course I will be eligible to enroll in three years Bachelor’s degree in 
Sports Management. Bachelor’s degrees in Sports Management prepare students for becom-
ing ex-perts in branding, public relations, or even managing big sportswear companies like 
Nike or Adidas which is fruitful for me. Listed below are the reputed jobs associated with these 
courses. 

Job Opportunities
• Competition Manager
• Executive Officer
• Facility Manager
• Program Manager
• Centre Manager
• Assistant Centre Manager
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Sports Program Officer
• Operations Officer
• Sports Manager 

Among these I want to become a Sports Manager who handle the basic organization and 
scheduling of the clients. Both individual athletes and entire organizations hire sports manag-
ers to see that eve-rything off the field goes smoothly. To become a sports manager it's help-
ful to have a bachelor's degree, a related internship, or experience within the sport. So, the 
foremost duty of mine is to complete the bachelor degree. Therefore, I want to pursue these 

three courses for the betterment of my future. 

Finance and Future Plans 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They believe that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Austra-
lia to improve my effi-ciency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience.

In my view sport is the only genuine field where hard work is paid off. There are no such fields 
that does its work without the support of modern technologies and equipment. Nowadays, 
less number of manpower is needed because everything is run through Information technolo-
gies and computing system as a result every person has become dependable and boring like 
robots whereas sport make every people fit and jolly and the sportsmen can show their 
talents and stamina without the help of computers or any new technologies. The hard work 
and physical fitness with fresh mind is all they need to become a successful sportsperson. For 
me this is the best thing I could ever ask for myself and my destiny. After returning to my home 
with accredited degree I will be able to work as a Sports Manager with various national teams 
or even for single clients (Sportsperson). There is greater scope in Sports in context of Nepal as 
the rise of cricket and football teams are get-ting international recognition around the world 
and national team always need a good sports man-ager who will be able to handle the 
responsibilities from training the team to making them the win-ners in national and interna-
tional levels. 

For instance, there are many remarkable Nepali players like Sandeep Lamichhane, a 
renowned cricket player who have set proud moments for Nepal and Nepalese playing many 
matches in in-ternational level such as IPL (Dare Devils Team) ICC World Cup, and T20s series. 
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nized col-lege/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own coun-
try. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my stay 
there  So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a stu-
dent visa and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a 
contribution in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during my stay in 
Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details

I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
dur-ing my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500) condi-tion.

Sincerely,
………………….

Yet another re-markable player from football Rohit Chand one of the highest paid footballer, 
who belongs to Ne-pali national team has also set his target by playing for Liga-1 Cub Persija, 
Jakarta (Indonesian Club) and also linked with famous international clubs like Arsenal, Totten-
hham and Lille. There are more rising stars like them Bimal Gharti Magar, Jumanu Rai, who 
have inspired me to work hard without expecting more when it comes to your passion. Nepal’s 
football and cricket team is on move so for the upcoming sportsmen a good manager always 
holds prior in their daily schedule who can coach and manage every single day with ease for 
the progression of the team leading them to touch the peak. 

Also Sports managers are hired at a variety of venues including academic institutions, ama-
teur and professional leagues, sporting goods companies, and even sports marketing firms. I 
will get a mini-mum salary of 65, 000 to 75,000 NPR as a starter. After getting 5 years of experi-
ence I will be able to earn good amount of salary with name and fame. Also I would like to see 
myself as an Interna-tional Sports Manager once in a lifetime. For this I will work very hard and 
try to build my career with my sweat and blood and will be ready to face everyday challenges 
that comes my way. 

Moreover, being the only son of the family, I will come back to bear the proper responsibilities 
of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. Additionally, with 
my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very important, as they 
had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always supported and 
encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my career. This is an 
unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in their old ages 
being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with this motto on 
me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Australia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from recog-


